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Machine Learning

● Machine (Computers) + Learn, analogous to human + Learn
● Learn through Data and Algorithms to imitate what human beings do



Machine learning concept - Paradigm 
(Supervised / Unsupervised / Reinforcement learning / etc.)

Supervised Learning (learn with labeled data):

● Given a set of data points (x, y), learn the 
function to predict label y using x, where 
x would have some features

● E.g., income prediction based on year of 
education (feature)

Unsupervised Learning (learn with unlabeled data):

● Given a set of data points with x (no labels y), 
learn underlying structure of the data or 
relationships of x 

● E.g., Cluster flowers into categories based on 
petal width & sepal length (i.e., each data point x 
has two features)
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Machine learning concept - Task 
(Regression / Classification, both can be supervised or unsupervised, here, 
for simplicity: supervised)

Regression:

● Predict real or continuous response 
y, e.g., Income

● Assume relationship expressed as: 
y = f(X) +  error

● f(.) can be any function/model: 
○ linear regression: fit straight 

line through data
○ k-nearest neighbor: average 

together the yi for xi close to 
a fix x

○ etc.

Classification: (more later!)

● Predict discrete response y (e.g, 
high income group, label 1; 0 o/w)

● With classification rule (h): input X 
to h (i.e., h(X)) →assign a class to 
each data point according to your 
rule

● h(.) can be any rule/model:
○ Bayes decision rule
○ Support vector machine
○ etc.

Collect data as a matrix: X = (x1 x2 … x30), each xi has 2 features 
(education, seniority). Given X:
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Machine learning concept - Models..

● f(.) and h(.) are some sort of models, determined by 
sets of parameters (coefficients)

● E.g., y = f(.) = linear model = β0 + β1x ; coefficients 
are: β0, β1

● Questions:
○ Given a dataset, many possible models to choose from, which 

should we choose? 
■ → cross validation

○ Within one type of model (e.g., linear), there are many possible 
combinations of coefficients (e.g., β0, β1), how to get the optimal 
ones? 

■ → optimization techniques, e.g, Stochastic gradient 
descent (SGD, basis of complicated algorithms)



Machine Learning concept - SGD

● Example: linear regression
● Objective: minimize the discrepancies between 

predicted label (   , blue) and observed label (y, 
red)

● One way to write: 
○
○ Want betas to Minimize                    (mean squared error, 

depending on complexity of model)
○ To find the betas: SGD algorithm

● SGD: 
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What we’ve done…

● Train a model that performs (fits) well on predicting for the data we have
● Issue: might be overfitting, meaning the model fits training data well and 

generalize poorly on unseen data
○ Because it minimizes the discrepancies between training data’s observed label y and 

predicted y
● One way to guard against overfitting: cross validation, it helps

○ Choose parameters (coefficients) for the models 
○ Select between different models
○ Assess model performance (cross-validation err)



Machine Learning concept: Cross - validation



Machine Learning concept: Cross - validation (K-fold)



Same idea applies to classification

● Example: predict for 2 classes, label: {0: 
non-setosas, red, 1: setosas, black}

● Recall 
○ Need classification rule (e.g., Bayes rule)
○ Desirable property for the Bayes rule: 

■ at the boundary for classification (called: 
decision boundary), the data is equally likely 
to be classified into class 0 and class 1

■ To the left of the decision boundary: likely to be 
classified to class 1

■ To the right of the decision boundary: likely to 
be classified to 0

● One way to map data to the “Likelihood”:
○ Logistic regression



Logistic regression

● Map data to likelihood (softmax)
● Define p(x) = P(Y = 1|X=x)

● This softmax has decision boundary β0 + β1x = 0, because: 

● To the left of the decision boundary: likely to be classified to class 1 
(black, setosas); right of the decision boundary, likely to be classified to 
class 0 (red, non-setosas)

● x = 2.5; many possible betas, need parameter tuning like before



Demo (& Pipeline) 

● Google colab: shorturl.at/clNPS

http://shorturl.at/clNPS

